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Bindi Bindi – A Review and Educational Inspirations  
 
 
 
Launch of “Bindi Bindi” Album By Gina Williams and Guy Ghouse 
 
A Review By Jane Nicholas 
 
Gina Williams and Guy Ghouse were joined by other powerhouse Western Australian musicians and 
Aboriginal leaders to launch their new album, “Bindi Bindi” last month in Northbridge. Bindi Bindi is the 
Noongar term for butterfly. 
 
The sold out performance was part of the Perth Fringe Festival and took the audience on a captivating 
collaborative journey. The audience was able to experience a sampling of Noongar culture being 
released from the chrysalis of British colonisation. 
 
Through the vehicle of music the audience experienced an authentic and unapologetic representation of 
Noongar life, past, present and with hope for the future. 
 
Whilst the launch was mostly about Gina’s songs and Guy’s musical accompaniment, it was supported 
by a musical tapestry including bass guitar, drums, lap guitar, keyboard, percussion, string quartet, harp, 
flute and harmonica 
 
The different musical threads of accompaniment lifted the launch to a higher level of interest and 
importance for the audience. 
 
The performers included the luminary WA musicians like Grammy Award winning Lucky Oceans and 
Noongar Elder and didgeridoo virtuoso Richard Walley, also a Noongar elder.  The support musicians 
oozed musical and cultural gravitas. 
 
Other elders present included Barry Maguire who gave the opening “Welcome To Country”, as well as 
Roma Winmar. The involvement of local Aboriginal community together clearly demonstrated to the 
wider WA audience the cultural importance of this album to the Noongar people. It also underscored 
the cultural collaborative processes Williams and Ghouse immersed this project in. 
 
This second album launch in less than five years by Gina and Guy was significant in what it has added to 
Australian music. The use of Noongar language to write songs and the performances they gave left many 
optimistic about the future of music in this country and excited to be living in this time of the rebirthing 
of Noongar culture. 
 
 
So Why A Review of An Album Launch? 
 
For me this was the most important album launch in WA for this year. 
 
It was a showcase of great talent, but more importantly a blending of the ancient and contemporary 
culture of the land we live and work and sing and play in.  
 
It is the music derived from the ancient and traditional culture of our country. 
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It is our authentic folk music and ancient cultural roots. 
 
Gina and Guy’s album is a window into a culture that we can share with our students.  The music and 
the stories of this land. A couple of ideas came to me at the album launch about how teachers could use 
this album as part of their teaching and learning programs. 
 
One is to have students think about the Noongar story of the Magpie and the Crow and how they got 
their colours.  Gina has musically told this story in her ”Koorlbardi wer Wardong”. The musical 
arrangement of the song clearly demonstrates the call and response technique with lap guitar and 
harmonica. 
 
Another lesson could be a compare and contrast of “Under The Milky Way” by Steve Kilbey and Karin 
Jansson, and its re-interpretation “Ngarda Djinda Kedalak” on the Bindi Bindi album. 
 
A third idea was to learn to sing “Ninnyok” and aurally determine the xylophone accompaniment. I 
believe this should be a must for all WA school choirs. 
 
To quote the great Molly Meldrum “do yourself a favour and get out there and buy this album”. Then 
get to a performance of Williams and Ghouse.  Think about our culture and how you teach it. 
 
Here is the link to Gina Williams website where you can purchase 
the Bindi Bindi album. http://www.ginawilliams.com.au/<https://apac01.safelinks.protection.outlook.co
m/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ginawilliams.com.au%2F&data=02%7C01%7CJane.Nicholas1%40educatio
n.wa.edu.au%7C365c57e249dd456e166a08d5899998d5%7Ce08016f9d1fd4cbb83b0b76eb4361627%7C
0%7C0%7C636566216228279924&sdata=LhxyzouhLQJ%2FYeUPhCd4kQ9SPJkPpLYGM0XsDK1s0GM%3D
&reserved=0> 
 
 
 
Jane Nicholas 
 
 


